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Which one is not an obvious outcome of project management?

completion on the date agreed with the customer

completion within the desired cost

meeting standards of quality

accomplishment of the project

1-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Glass was used to ……… many of these new buildings

clad found cast frame

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one used marble and limestone in construction of temples?

The Greeks The Egyptians The Romans Europeans

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When there was a construction boom around the world?

after World War II during the late 1800s

during Industrial Revolution after the Roman Empire

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one is not among the three primary balancing factors of a project?

Time Technology Quality Money

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The management of construction projects requires ……….. of modern management.

Energy Resources Knowledge Design

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A very rigorous price bidding means:

A very easy competition A very close competition

A predictable bidding A fraud bidding

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following has the closest meaning to “Certain Regulations”?

Rules which are absolutely correct Pre-defined rules

Flawless regulations Rules which are not usually trustable

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"It is Imperative to ...." means

It is not necessary to … Crucially it is needed to …

It is easy to … Usually it is required to …

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Project Management is planning from …….. to completion

control undertaking inception medium

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The regulations help home-owners to do their ……. safely.

Legislation Obligation Estimation Renovation

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Feasibility deals with converting an idea to a ...... product

Ex ante Positive Tangible Profitable

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When the completion date of a project is forthcoming, it means that

It is likely to finish it with force It is expected to finish it very soon

It cannot be completed It should be restarted after finishing

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What does "contingency" mean?

confidence pollution containing possibility

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The result of structural analysis will be converted into ….

Feasibility studies Drawings

Bidding documents External works

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What aspect of design elaborates on beauty?

Asthmatic Agnostic Asthenic Aesthetic

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When something is practicable it means that .....

it is implementable it is potential to be designed

it is conceptual it is basically not applicable

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

One the objectives of earthquake engineering is foreseeing the potential …… of strong

earthquakes on cities.

Effects Behavior Loads Risks

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Earthquake engineering is the scientific field concerned with ……… society.

Seismic Protecting Loading Geotechnical

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one cannot be used as a member of structural system?

reinforced concrete steel

plaster timber

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What do valves with spouts make?

Faucet Water closet Laundry trays Lavatories

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the closest word to pedestal?

column bridge beam timber

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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To hammer out something means:

to break something out to divide things into useless parts

to develop something into details to transform things to another thing

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the most important disadvantage of Bar Charts?

They are complex.

They are not simple and easy to understand.

They cannot show interrelationships very clear.

They cannot show when the activities end and begin.

24-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is a synonym for "incipient"?

starting meddling finishing eradication

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does "egress" mean?

View Exit Input Outdoor

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does "delineated" mean?

erased drawn added mixed

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which method does not consider qualifications of the contractor?

QBS Best Value Selection

Low Bid Selection All of them

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is a "statutory requirement?"

A preliminary design A legal permission

A constitutional matter A risk analysis

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the minimum size of a coarse-grained soil?

0.2 mm 0.6 mm 0.02 mm 0.06 mm

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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